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INTRODUCING SHADOWS OF WAR

This monograph contains four separate scenarios set in and around the Second World War. Each sce-
nario has a distinctly different setting and location though, roughly speaking, each one gives players
at least a glimpse of the Mediterranean Sea. There is no plausible way (we can see) of linking the sce-
narios into a campaign, but this is the idea: the situation of war is ideal for one-shot scenarios.
We believe the international conflict is a background particularly conducive to Mythos horror as the
urgencies of survival in war create opportunities to both mask and heighten the sanity-blasting effects
of contact with the Mythos. But there are limits. Battle situations are not what the game was designed
for and random carnage robs players of the chance to do much more than hope to survive. These sce-
narios avoid battle fronts but put groups in risky situations where their own decisions determine suc-
cess or failure, life and death.
Each scenario contains pre-generated characters for easy playability, or, for those who prefer not to

use them, an indication of the scope for role-playing the scenarios provide. The scenarios are various-
ly designed to play out in one, two or three sessions of play though of course the GM will be a bet-
ter judge of how long they might take for their group. There are separate contents pages at the begin-
ning of each scenario.
The following ‘blurbs’ for the scenario give an indication of what they are about without giving

anything vital away. Before reading further consider whether you want to GM these scenarios or play
in them. While one GM might present all the scenarios in the book, the monograph format means it
can easily be broken into sections and shared around. The blurbs also give an indication of the num-
ber of players the scenario can accomodate as written.

Goodnight Vienna by Glyn White

September 1942: flying over the Mediterranean sea. After an abortive bombing mission theAmerican
B24 Liberator ‘Goodnight Vienna’ has been flying for twelve hours and is running out of fuel.
Defective navigation equipment means the crew don’t know where they are any more accurately than
‘somewhere over the Med’ and haven’t been able to establish radio contact with their North African
base. Its time to bail out. Hell is below.

The scenario can accomodate up to 8 players (B24s had a 9 man crew).
A smaller version of the scenario for 3-4 players, with the Goodnight Vienna as a British Blenheim
bomber, is offered as an Appendix.

No Pasaran! by Rick Payne

Barcelona, 1937: Members of the International Brigades fighting for the Spanish Republic against
Franco’s Fascist-supported Nationalist army are put through training, and checkpoint duty. Capturing
the escaping murderer of a rare book dealer, they reveal the machinations of a rogue Republican unit
which their unit is soon sent to investigate. This scenario offers a challenging and genuinely disturb-
ing insight into man’s inhumanity to man within an armed conflict that was an indicative prelude to
World War Two.

The scenario includes 4 characters of different nationalities but could easily accommodate more.
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Thracian Gold by Glyn White

September 1944: The Rila Mountains of Bulgaria. As the end of the war approaches members of
Allied Intelligence organisations are involved in a mission to save a priceless archaeological treasure
in an increasingly unstable Axis state. There may be something suspect about the mission since it has
become clear that its leader, Professor Lionel Butterworth, has authorised it himself to return to the
scene of his pre-war excavations, but something is definitely afoot in the Rila Valley with mysterious
disappearances and sometimes open warfare between the authorities and the partisans.

The scenario accomodates 4-6 investigators.

Isle of Lost Souls by Rick Payne

Postwar Greece: The setting is a small Greek island in the immediate postwar period. A recent archae-
ological expedition to the island has ended in tragedy. As a new team follows up their investigations,
Lithinkos begins to reveal its secrets. Amysterious patron encourages the investigators in their search,
but before too long the ghosts of the past begin to make their presence felt. The enigma surrounding
the island deepens and darker forces gather threatening the lives and sanity of all involved.

The scenario is designed for 4-6 investigators.
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Player’s introduction
Over the Mediterranean Sea: September 1942. After
an abortive bombing mission the B24 Liberator
‘Goodnight Vienna’ has been flying for twelve hours
and is running out of fuel. Defective navigation
equipment means the crew don’t know where they are
any more accurately that ‘somewhere over the Med’
and haven’t been able to establish radio contact with
their North African base. Its time to bail out. Hell is
below.

Keeper’s information
For the crew of the Goodnight Vienna things are
much worse than they imagine. A freak navigational
problem has actually caused them to fly to the limit of
their range deep into the Sahara desert to a point
where, on landing, it will not be possible for them to
walk to safety, though they cannot be sure of that.
Similar events happened to the crew of the B24 ‘Lady
Be Good’ during World War Two and, despite heroic
efforts, none of the crew survived. This scenario
offers a group of fictional characters an unlikely
glimmer of hope, but additionally threatens them with
an encounter with the Mythos.
Centuries ago a Colour Out of Space was delivered

to earth by meteorite in the once fertile desert region.
Though the environment was particularly hostile to it
the Colour was able to prey on humans living near it.
Yet once they were dead and the desert took over the
Colour was again in discomfort. It was ‘rescued’ by
Sand Dwellers who had been cautiously observing
the effects of this alien entity. They were impressed
by its extermination of the local human population.
Subsequently the Colour, and its descendents, have

entered into a symbiotic relationship with the Sand
Dwellers through which, over the centuries, the range
of the desert barren to humanity - but not to Sand
Dwellers - has been much extended.
In 1936 a German explorer, Otto Lustgarten, fol-

lowing hints in the Bibliotheque Nationale copy of
The Necronomicon, set out to investigate what he
read as ‘a source of devastating power found in the
desert and worshipped by the Sand Dwellers’. He had
learned something of the Sand Dwellers’ language, as
well as some magic and hired an able Australian
guide, Neil Marsh, who had been in the area during
the Great War. But Lustgarten and his expedition per-
ished as food for the current Colour. They were, in
fact, its most recent victims. Both it and the Sand
Dwellers who tend it (and who carefully to avoid its
effects) are very patient. Now the Colour awaits the
characters as the Sand Dwellers shepherd them
towards its lair in a subterranean well.
All this is, however, is unknown to and far from the
concerns of the characters as they take their lives in
their hands and abandon their plane.
Each player begins with a character sheet, and back-
ground information on that character. A group hand-
out shows the characters alongside one another and
their roles on the plane (see page 46). The crew, after
all, know each other well. During the process of bail-
ing out each will recieve a list of items they may wish
to rescue, a script of their actions during bail-out and
an indication of the rolls they need to make to reach
ground safely. Once there, role-playing proper can
begin, but (we believe) it is worth performing a fairly
intense and disorientating build up to preface the grim
situation that follows.

GOODNIGHT VIENNA
A Call of Cthulhu Scenario set during World War Two

by Glyn White

This one-off scenario can accomodate up to 8 players as members of the crew of a B24 Liberator
bomber (B24s had a 9 and sometimes 10 man crew). The necessary information to adapt the scenario
for 3-4 players, with the Goodnight Vienna as a British Blenheim bomber, is offered as an Appendix.
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Beginning ‘Goodnight Vienna’

Read the following to Players:

“This bombing run has gone badly for the B24
Liberator ‘Goodnight Vienna’.

“You set off from your airfield near Benghazi
(Libya) in the middle of a sandstorm nearly twelve
hours ago and lost sight of the rest of the squadron
immediately. You may have got some sand in the star-
board engines which sound odd. The direction finder
has also been malfunctioning which put Lenny at a
disadvantage finding your way to the target. But
ditching the bombs, turning around and just making it
home was an option you only briefly considered. In
the end you got to Naples and dropped your stick on
the railyards. The city was already obscured by
smoke from the rest of the squadron’s efforts but you
saw no sign of friendly planes. The danger was that
Messerschmitts would be back in the air very soon
and you had no-one else to help you spot them com-
ing in. You left the sky over Naples in a hurry, main-
taining radio silence. With a strong backwind, only
moving clouds to be seen below and the direction
finder now dead Lenny was struggling to guide you
home. After 9 hours in the air, you radioed your home
field for a bearing and found you were coming in on
the right line, but the signal was weak and you
haven’t been able to get confirmation of position.
After 11 hours flying no-one says much. You’re tired,
tense from having to be alert for so long. Its been
freezing cold at altitude, you’ve had to wear oxygen
masks for much of the trip and the gallon toilet tank
blows the bomb door electrics if you overfill it so
you’ve been pissing in buckets and jars since Naples.
After 12 hours you’re somewhere over the Med, fly-
ing down at 7000ft with the engines beginning to
splutter. No more waiting. Its time to jump. The deci-
sion has been taken. This is the order: Jack with the
1st inflatable, Red, Dutch, Danny, Harry, Chuck,
Lenny, Vern with the 2nd inflatable, then Cap.”

Instructions from the GM: “There’s a last chance to
grab things or ditch them. For each of you there is a
list of items carried and items you personally have the
chance to bring along. You know you’re going to be
landing in water but you all have Mae Wests that will
help you float. You don’t want to weight yourself
down and you have to stow each item about your per-

son in a way that won’t interfere with the opening of
your main chute, your emergency chute if it comes to
it, and won’t impale you either when the chute opens
or when you land. There are two lists. The left shows
what you already carry. You ditch items by writing
character’s initials next to the items individually. Use
the same method to acquire items from the right, ‘not
carried’ list. Both lists vary from character to charac-
ter. You have 30 seconds to review your equipment.
Does everyone understand? Go.

“Stop. Now you have to get off the plane.
Roleplaying proper starts when you jump. Until then
I want you all to read aloud, loudly and at the same
time, your last thoughts and actions on the plane
which are printed in the middle of the sheet under-
neath your equipment lists.

“Ready?”

[The crew scripts follow:]

Wovoka [Keeper]: This is really bad. You
don’t want to jump. Not down there. The
bad thing is waiting. Bad for all, you’re the
only one that feels it. They’re mad.
They’re just following orders. The wind
outside and Hell below. Hell. They don’t
believe you. They don’t know you. They
want you to jump. They want to kill you.
They don’t understand. Its Hell below.
The devil is in the water. The devil in the
water waits. It will get you all. But not me.
I Jump.
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Vern: This trip has been a total bust from the start from Chuck worrying about sand dam-
age to the engines to Lenny’s busted direction finder. Then Alan wanted to wimp out on the
bombing run. That’s as close as you’ve come to a fight in a long time. Now there’s no other
choice but to bail out and lose the plane, take your chances in the sea. No time to waste.
What’s the hold up? What’s the hold up? What’s the hold up? What’s the hold up? All you can
see is Lenny’s ass. Now he’s moving. What was it? Hope it wasn’t something with the other
raft. Call Alan while Lenny jumps. The wind screaming. Inflatable first, Goddamn thing. It
inflated immediately when it should have time delayed. Your turn to jump. Go.

Lenny: You’re confident that you’ll be able to make the coast from wherever you splash down
but you can’t help feeling from the intercom chat that everyone seems to hold you responsi-
ble for most of what’s gone wrong. But the direction finder should have been working, or
Chuck should have been able to fix it. Everything you know about parachute jumping is theo-
retical and you’d have preferred to attempt the ditch, but it won’t do to contradict Cap now.
Harry’s in the way. Making signs you don’t understand. Some problem. What’s the hold up?
You hear Vern shouting behind you. Harry goes ahead. You’re next. Scared. But you jump.

Harry: You can’t believe the base won’t answer, even the SOS. Should’ve started trying soon-
er. You’re as scared of the Messerschmitts as anyone but the prospect of drowning is worse.
Don’t think about it. Red is taking it really badly though. He’s actually scared of the sea. In
fact you’re worried he’s going to crack up and block the crawlspace. He won’t listen to you
and he’s too big and strong for you to manhandle. No, he’s moving. Phew. Deep breath. Follow.
Got to wait. Lenny behind you, try and signal him about Red. He doesn’t get it. There goes
Dutch. Steady yourself. After you, Chuck. OK. Now. Jump.

Chuck: Bad luck has hung over this mission like a cloud. The Vienna hasn’t liked sand in its
starboard engines and has given you cause to worry the whole way. You’re sure that there’s
some drag, an imbalance between the two sets of engines, and you can almost hear it. Dutch
agrees. Then Lenny has been sweating over his direction finder. He relies on it too much. At
least Harry was able to confirm the course before the radio got nothing but static. But his
is not the moment for a post mortem. You go your separate ways from the Vienna now and
only need your parachute to work. Harry kindly lets you go first. Jump.

Cap: This is the last thing you want to do, but ditching at sea at night is far too risky. Can’t
understand why the base doesn’t respond but you’ve sent the SOS and can’t wait any longer.
Steady. Two engines already dying. Vern agrees. You’ve given the order to bail out, and to do
it fast so you’re not spread across the Med. Jack takes one raft, Vern the other. You are the
last man out. You don’t want to be the Captain who goes down with the ship. Vern will call you
from the door. What’s stopping him? The third engine splutters. At last, the call. Being alone
for the first time on the plane in the air. You don’t like it. You have no trouble jumping after
the others. Goodbye Goodnight Vienna.
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When all the Jump Scripts have been completed:

Keeper: “Goodbye Goodnight Vienna. Now you’re
alone, falling through the air, in cold clouds, the wind
ripping past your ears. No time to waste: pull the
chute. Let’s see what happens.

“Assuming you’re all able to follow the section on
Parachute Jumps I’ll let you all roll and therefore
experience the jump alone. Consult me if you need
to.” Each player’s handouts include the boxed text to
the right, explaining the key initial rolls for the para-
chute descent.

Jack: You can’t believe this, how long you’ve been flying and still over the sea. Now you’re
waiting for the others and have to be the first to jump, with the raft. Cap explains things to
you like you’re an idiot sometimes. You’re doing what he said. You’ve opened the door. So
where are the others? It’s Red. There’s some sort of commotion with Red and he’s holding
the others up. Shouting. Afraid or angry? Now he’s jumped. You were supposed to go first.
No, the raft first, Stupid. Pull the cord and shove. You see it’s chute open. It inflates on a
timer after that. You don’t want to land too far from it. Jump.

Dutch: You need to take this plane apart and put it together again. You know how to fix the
direction finder too if you could get it home. It pisses you off that they will write off the
plane and let it feed the fishes, but you can’t fix everything. Now there ‘s a problem with the
bail out. Red acting funny, cracking up. Jack on the other side is holding back; leaving it to
you. Danny is there to help. Red knows he has to go and he does. Hope Jack knows what he is
doing with the raft. Danny follows him, then you.

Danny: Jesus Christ, what a roll of the dice this is. You want to be near Jack and the raft.
Sharks in the Med probably aren’t too big but you don’t want to find out. It looks like Red
has a bigger problem than you with that idea. He doesn’t want to jump. You let him know
you’re there but he’s shouting and shaking his head. Something about Hell below and the devil
in the water. This is going to get rough. Come on, you big Indian slob. You may be able to take
Dutch but you won’t take me. Jump you sucker. And he does. Good. Check gear, let Jack
launch the raft and go after it. Now you.

Parachute descent: Player summary

I pull the rip cord. What happens?
Let’s hope it opens. Roll D100. Its a Luck roll but
the parachute will open with any rolls except 95-
00. If it doesn’t open, consult the GM.

My parachute opens. What do I do?
You need to control your descent. You learned
about this in the afternoon you spent on parachute
training. Your skill is figured by your Jump roll,
which in your case is [varies from player to play-
er] %. All you have to do is make the roll to control
your descent.
If you fail it you can have another try to correct the
problem. If that roll succeeds you have corrected
the problem and succeed in controlling your
descent.
If you have two failed rolls and/or had any fumbles
(96-00) consult the GM.

Finally, I’m below the clouds. What can I see
below? Not what you expected to see.
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GM’s parachute rules

Pulling the Cord
Parachutes will open on a Luck roll of anything
except a 96-00. An open parachute gives a Landing
roll at basic Jump skill.
If the chute doesn’t open, a subsequent successful

Luck roll means partial opening is achieved. This
means descent is slowed but there is a +50% modifi-
er on the Landing roll.
With failure or partial opening of the main chute,

the emergency chute should be used. The emergency
chute opens on 01-94. Landing with this chute only
gives a +25 penalty on the Jump roll for Landing. If
used in addition to a partially opened main chute the
penalty is only +10%. If a successful Luck roll fol-
lows failure or the first roll is a natural 95, then this
chute partially deploys. If Landing with only a par-
tially deployed emergency chute the penalty for the
Landing roll is +75.
Landing with no chutes open at all gives a penalty

of +99.

Controlling descent
Roll against Jump to control descent. Failure means
there is a snag, which requires a second, successful,
roll rectify. A fumble in either case means compro-
mised deployment meaning +25 to Landing roll.

Landing roll
Roll to land safely using Jump score (with all penal-
ties noted above counted as additions to the roll).
Simple Fail = 1D6 damage. Luck roll to avoid seri-

ous injury. Fumble = serious injury affecting mobili-
ty e.g. ankle sprain).
Fail by 25 or more but less than 96-00% = 2D6.

Half Luck roll to half damage and avoid incapacity.
Fumble = immobilising injury e.g. fractured leg.
Fumble of Landing Roll = 3D6 damage. Quarter

Luck roll to be able to walk at all.
Total of over 100 to124 = 4D6. Even if damage is

not fatal the character is crippled by these injuries, in
constant pain and may only be moved by stretcher.
Total of 125 to 150 = 8D6. If this is somehow not

fatal, the character nevertheless cannot be moved
without incurring further mortal injury.
Total of over 150 = instant death.

Assigning injuries
Many kinds are possible depending on parachute per-

formance, from bruising and abrasions to fatal
injuries. The most likely injuries (with hit points of
damage indicated in brackets) may be sprains to the
ankle or wrist (3-4), dislocated shoulder (5), broken
wrist or ankle (5-7), broken ribs (6-8) or a combina-
tion, possibly including a blow to the head (1-4),
which separate First Aid rolls can be applied to. More
serious injuries would include broken hips, jaw and
back (8+). For fatal injuries a broken neck or a
crushed skull are likely candidates.

Reassembling the crew

Instructions from the GM: “You detach yourself
from your parachute, bundle it up and hold it down
with a rock to stop it flapping in the chill night breeze.
You can then look around. It is cold and utterly dark
and silent. You cannot hear the sea. You are alone on
a featureless rocky surface on a dark, cloudy night an
unknown distance from the rest of the crew. Think
what you do as individuals and write it down.”

The characters are spread out across 2 miles of desert
on a dark, cloudy night. Players get to choose their
actions individually and should reveal them in order
of jumping. They may sit tight or move, but it is like-
ly someone has a flare pistol and will fire it. Those
setting off towards it will need to Navigate (+50,
unless injured) not to walk offline once the flare has
faded. Those who do not specifically mention that
they are taking their parachutes with them have dis-
carded them, though they can be retrieved (see
Finding Wovoka below). Each flare lasts five sec-
onds. Torches are good, for as long as they last: 2
hours total for each.Vocal communication can help,
but only if one person is doing it. Same goes for fir-
ing guns. In this case Listen rolls (+50) can substitute
for Navigate. Failed rolls send characters off line
(retrieveable) but critical failures mean they end up
off in exactly the wrong direction. Player has to leave
the room and suffers existential angst worth a SAN
check for (0/1). An Idea roll is needed to stop going
in the wrong direction. To start heading in the right
direction requires an unassisted Listen or Spot
Hidden if flares are being used. It may take most of
the night to re-assemble.
Once reassembled the crew can start to make joint

decisions, though there is of course a rank hierarchy
to observe. There are (or may be) up to eight of them
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